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ON LOELLINGITE (FeAs2) 
BY 

HENRICH NEUMA"'\N, KNUT HEIER AND JACK HARTLEY 

A b s t r a c t. Four new localities for loellingite, one British and three 

Norwegian are given. 
A chemical analysis of the loellingite from Drag, Xorth Norway, is pre

sented. 
The powder patterns indicate minor clifferences in the lattitces of the 

loellingites from different localities. Based on patterns of naturally occurring 
minerals and a few syntheses, it seems possible to explain the pattern diff
erences by a varying content of sulphur substituting for arsenic in the crystal 
structure. Similar differences are also notecl in the arsenopyrite group. 

Loellingite from the Bedford United Mine ( ?), 
Tavistock, Devon, England. 

A number of mineral specimens from Gregory, Bottley & Co. , 
purchased for teaching purposes, were checked at the University of 

Leeds. X-ray powder photographs were taken as a matter of routine, 
and it was discovered that a specimen labelled arsonopyrite from the 
Bedford United Mine, Tavistock, did not give an arsenopyrite pattern. 

A rapid chemical analysis carricd out in the Department of 

Geology, the University of Leeds, by LARS LUND, indicated that 
FeAs2 was the probable chemical formula. Attention was then turned 
to loellingite. The powder diagram was compared with a diagram of 
an analysed sample of loellingite from Franklin, New Jersey, which 
was obtained through the kindness of Dr. C. FRONDEL. The sample 
was from specimen H.90822 in the Harvard Collection and the ana
lysis is given by BAUER and BER:\fAN (1). Lodlingites from various 
Norwegian localities in the collection of the Mineralogical Museum, 
Oslo, were also examined and they all gave the same po,vder pattern. 
The identification of the Tavistock mineral as a loellingite is 
therefore beyond doubt. 
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There is a slight uncertainty, however, as to the origin of the 
samples. Unfortunately none of the authors has had an opportunity 
to visit the Bedford United Mine to try to confirm the loellingite 
on the old dumps. 

Loellin�ite from Rusnesvann, Hofsherad, 
Ro�aland, South Norway. 

Some specimens from the Hofsherad locality were sent by a 

prospector to the Mineralogical Museum, Oslo, for identification. In 
addition to pyrite the specimens contained two steel-gray minerals 
giving the characteristic X-ray powder patterns of arsenopyrite and 
loellingite. Loellingite must be rather scarce at Rusnesvann as one 
of us (K.H.) spent several hours in search of that mineral during a 
visit to the locality in July 1954, but without any success. 

The occurrence is situated on the very steep hill about 300 m 
above the road on the east side of Rusnesvann in Hofsherad. Some 
quarrying 

. 
has been done along rust zones running parallel to the 

foliation of the surrounding rocks, the direction of which varies to 
some extent around the average values N 15° W and 15° E. 

Quarts veins occur in the rust zones, and the minerals mentioned 
are found in these veins. 

The surrounding rocks are amphibolite and a peculiar white, 

garnet bearing quartzfeldspatic rock which may have a pegmatitic 
appearance. Similar rocks, also with rust zones, are known along the 
strike some miles further north-west, where it is tentatively inter
preted as border migmatite between the charnockites in the Egersund
Sogndal region and the granitic gneisses of the Telemark region. The 
age relationship of these two rock suites is uncertain, but they pro b
abl y both belong to the Precambrian. 

At Hofsherad graphite is found along the foliation planes. 

Loellingite from Lapplegret, Dra�, Tysfjord, North Norway. 

At Drag in Tysfjord a number of pegmatite dykes have been 
worked for feldspar and quartz. Quite big lumps or lenses of loel
lingite enclosed in pegmatite are found dose to the entrance to the 
lower of the two quarries called Lapplegret. Quartz is quite abundant 
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in the loellingite masses, and the only other minerals found in this 
paragenesis are arsenopyrite as scattered crystals and molybdenite 

in very small amounts. 
An analysis of the loellingite from Drag is presented as No. 4 

in table 2. An optical spectrogram showed the presence of about 
O.l percent Ni, and about 0.01 percent Bi, while no lines of Sb 
could be seen on the plate. The specific gravity is 7.18. 

Loellingite from Seteråsberg, Modum, South Norway. 

The Katurhistoriska Riksmuseet in Stockholm has two specimens 
of loellingite labelled Satersberg, Modum, Norway (Nos. L.K. 6981 

and L.K. 6982). Satersberg is probably a misnomer for Seteråsberg. 
The loellingite occurs as small lenses (2.0 X 0.5 cm) in a matrix of 
quarts, feldspar and muscovite. The specimens are certainly not from 
any of the cobalt mines in Modum but originates from one of the 
pegmatite dykes so numerous in this district. 

Experimental data and discussion. 

A powder camera with 9 cm radius, Fe radiation and Mn filter 
was used for the X-ray investigations. The d-values of four analysed 
loellingites which will be used for the discussion are given in table l. 
The values given by PEACOCK (5) for the Franklin loellingite (Fe 
radiation) are quoted as No. 2 in the table, and the indices and in
tensities which are used are those given by him. Through the courtesy 
of Dr. C. FRONDEL we received from the Harvard collections a sample 
of the original Franklin loellingite which was used for direct compa
rison. From G. PEHRMAN, Åbo Academy, we received a sample of 
an analysed loellingite from Kuortane (No. 3, table l) earlier described 
by him (6). 

During the work minor differences in the powder patterns for 
the loellingites from different localities were noted.1 The differences 
can best be described as a splitting up or narrowing of pairs of lines, 
although there are also minor variations in the relative intensities of 

l It should be mentioned in this connection that the pattern given by 
HARCOURT (3) for loellingite is not the pattern of that mineral as already noted 
by PEHRMA:-1 (6). HARCOURT's loellingite material is arsenopyrite. 
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the lines. Fig. l shows the two most extreme pattem types encoun
tered during these investigations. 

Loellingite has a marcasite structure with the space group V-1� 
as shown by BuERGER (2) whose work is based on material from 
Franklin. Since most older analyses show Fe in excess of the FeAs2 
ratio, BuERGER considers solid solution of iron in loellingite so common 
as to be the rule rather than the exception, and that the iron in excess 
of the ideal formula proxies for arsenic in the crystal structure. This 
would, as pointed out by BuERGER, give the following specific for
mula for loellingite, 

Fe27x As4_x (with x pro ba bly not exceeding 0.2). 

In order to investigate if excess iron could explain the variations 
in the powder pattems of naturally occurring loellingites, a number 
of syntheses vvere carried out. Iron and arsenic were weighed in the 
required amounts, thoroughly mixed, placed in evacuated glass tubes 
and heated. The products were examined by X-ray photographs. No 
differences could, however, be seen between the pattems of the pro
ducts with excess iron and the one with the ideal composition FeAs2 
(No. l, table l, heated 90 hrs. 560° C.). Probably most of the excess 
iron did not take part in the reaction. 

PEHRMAN (6) points out that most modem analyses shovv good 
agreement with the formula Fe(AsS)2, and suggests that the excess 
iron in the older analyses in most cases may be explained as ana
lytical errors. 

As the analyses published of loellingites show a varying amount of 
sulphur replacing arsenic in the crystal structure, attention was tumed 
towards this element as being the possible cause of the differing 
povvder patterns. According to DANA (4) the maximum content of 
sulphur in loellingites seems to be around 7 percent (6.73 percent S, 
McCAY in DANA 1892). This value is, however, unique in being ex
tremely high. More modem analyses only rarely exceed 2 percent S. 

In table l, N'os. l-4 are arranged with increasing amount of 
sulphur. (For analyses, see table 2). 

A comparison of the chemical analyses in table 2 with the d
values in table l gives at first a somewhat confusing impression. 
The d-values of Nos. 1-3 are pretty close to each other, while No. 
4, Drag, differs considerably. Considering the extremely high sulphur 
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TABLE l. 

din A 

Ind. I l 2 3 4 

3.82 
2.94 2.95 

012 VS 2.59 2.59 2.59 2.57 
110 s 2.52 2.52 2.53 2.53 
021 m 2.41 2.41 2.41 2.38 
111 VS 2.32 2.32 2.33 2.33 
022 w 1.975 1.974 1.975 1.957 
112 VW 1.920 1.921 1.925 1.929 
013 m 1.855 1.857 1.855 1.845 
121 m 1.840 1.846 1.845 1.845 

031 s 1.686 1.689 1.686 1.672 
1.632 1.635 1.634 

103 s 1.626 1.630 1.630 1.629 
1.609 

023 VW 1.586 1.589 1.586 1.573 

113 VW 1.560 1.559 1561 1.560 

130 w 1.500 1.498 1.500 1.496 

004 w 1.490 1.498 1.490 1.484 
1.481 

014 m 1.436 1.436 1.438 1.459 

200 m 1.436 1.436 l 1.438 1.459 

123 w 1.388 1.390 1.391 
132 w 1.341 1.342 1.342 (1.336) 

033 VW 1.317 1.320 1.315 (1.307) 
024 w 1.297 1.300 1.296 (1.289) 
202 VW 1.289 1.293 1.286 (1.274) 

1.275 
220 1.256 (1.260) 1.260 
212 m 1.256 1.257 1.260 (1.270) 

221 w 1.235 1.237 1.237 (1.245) 
1.225 

042 VW 1.207 1.209 

Indices and intensities2 after PEACOCK (5) l. synthetic FeAs2. 2. Frank-

lin, New Jersey. d-values as given by PEACOCK. Figures in () represent calcu-

lated spacings. 3. Kourtane, Finland. 4. Drag, North Norway. Figures in () 
may not be placed under right indices. 
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TAbLE l (Cont. 

141 
015 
213 
142 
105 
231 
025 
115 
134 

I 

VW 

w 

\\" 

\\" 

w 
ill 

\\" 

Ill 

s 

din A 

l 
_ _l_ --= ___ L __ 

3 j __ 4 _ 

1.177 11 1.164 
1.138 
1.114 
Ll03 
1.096 
1.088 
1.080 
1.058 

l ---�----·--· 

1.177 
1.166 
1.139 
1.115 
1.104 
1.095 
1.088 
1.080 
1.059 

1.176 
1.167 
1.142 
1.113 
1.103 
1.094 
1.088 
1.080 
1.057 

l 

1.170 

1.146 
1.107 

1.100 
1.081 
1.077 
1.054 

2 V.'e prefer to give the intensities in rather vague terms. The intensities 
seem to vary to a certain extent with the sulphur content and we do not wish 
to discuss that variation in the present paper. 

TABLE 2. 

Fe 
Co 
:0;i 
Bi 
Sb 
As 
s 

l 

Weight 
percent 

27.15 

72.85 l l 
l l 

2 
Cation \ Weight 

percent j percent 

33.3 29.4·0 

66.6 69.80 
0.21 

3 4 l Cation l Weight l Cation l Weight l Cation 
percent percent percent percent percen t 

35.9 2�5 1 33.4 

l 
l 

63.6 70.63 63.8 
0.5 1.34 2.8 

27.31 l 
1.29 ! 
tr ! 
tr · 

none l 
67.60 ; 

2.77 l l 

32.6 
1.5 
tr 
tr 

no ne 
60.1 

5.8 --------
100 1 100 99.41 100 99.52 1 100 98.973 

l 100 

l. FeAs2 2. FeAsi. 77So·oi 3. FeAsl"91So·os 4. Feo.96Coo·o4 Asl.76SO.l7 
---·-

l. synthetic FeAs2. Heated 90 hrs. at 560° C. 
2. loellingite, Franklin, New Jersey (anal. BAUER and BERMAN (l.) 1927). 
3. loellingite, Kuortane, Finland (anal. P. KrVALO (6). 1950). 
4. loellingite, Lapplegret, Drag, Tysfjord, North Norway (anal. E. 
CHRISTENSEN 1953). 
3 Si02 determined spectrographically to about one percent. 
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l 

Fig 1. X-ray powder patterns of loellingites, l. Drag, Tysfjord, North 
Norway. 2. Franklin, New Jersey. 

content of this loellingite in comparison with the other three, this 
is of notable interest. 

As shown in table 2 the Franklin loellingite has the most excess 
iron. BuERGER considers the slight deviation from the ideal formula 
as unimportant from a structural point of view and chose Franklin 
material for his investigations of the loellingite structure. Also, there 
is no correlation between the iron content and the variation of the 
patterns, and excess iron can, therefore, hardly explain the differ
ences in the d-values observed. (This is in agreement with the syn
theses). On the basis of the somewhat scanty data available at the 

TABLE 3. 

l 2 3 4 

d012-d110 = 0.07Å id012-d110 = 0.07Å d012-d110 = 0.06Å d012-d110 = 0.04Å 
d021-d111 = 0.09Å id021-d111 = 0.09Å d021-d111 = O.OSÅ d021-d111 = O.OSÅ 

5 l 6 l 7 l 8 

d012-d110 : 0.05Å id012-dno : 0.045Å I d012-d110 : 0.06Å I d012-d110 : O.OSÅ 
d021-d111 - 0.07 Å d021-d11J - 0.07 Å d021-dlll - 0.07 Å l d021-dlll - 0.06Å 

Nos. 1-4 correspond to numbers of table l. 
No. 5 Bedford United Mine, Great Britain. 
No. 6 Hofsherad. South Norway. 
No. 7 Seteråsberg, Modum, South Norway. 
No. 8 Synhetic loellingite with sulphur. 
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Fig. 2. Differences in Å between the spacings of the planes d012-d110 (crosses) 

and d 021-d111 (open triangles) in relation to sulphur content of analyzed 
loellingites, (see ta bles 2 and 3). 

present time, it seems, on the other hand, perfectly feasible to explain 

the differing d-values as a result of the variations in the sulphur 

content. It is even indicated that the narrowing of the pairs of lines 

012-110 and 021-111 (see fig. l) may be used as a direct measure 

of the sulphur content of loellingite. Differences in Å between the 

spacings of the planes concerned are given in table 3 for the different 

samples investigated by us. 

From the table a narrowing of the two pairs of lines as we pass 

from Nos. 1-4 is evident. The Franklin loellingite (No.2) with a 
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low sulphur content is very similar to the synthetical FeAs2 (No. 1), 

in agreement with the statements above. The sulphur rich variety 
from Drag shows the largest deviations from synthetical FeAs2 (see 

Fig. 2). The Bedford United Mine, Hofsherad and Modum specimens 
seem to belong somewhere between the Franklin and Drag specimens. 

In order to check if sulphur really does give deviations as indi
cated in the crystal structure, a further synthesis was carried out. 
Fe, As, and S in amounts corresponding to 90 mol percent FeAs2 
and 10 mol percent FeS2 were placed in an evacuated glass tube and 
heated at 600° C for 90 hrs. After this time free sulphur was still to 
be seen in the tube, and the loellingite produced by the experiment 
is thus presumably saturated with respect to sulphur under the 
prevailing P-T-conditions. The d010-d111 and d 021-d111 values are 
listed as No.8 in table 3. From the table it is evident that the higher 
sulphur content of this synthesis, as compared with the pure synthetic 

FeAs2, is confirmed by the narrowing of the critical lines. 
It is shown above that it is possible to explain the differences 

observed in the loellingite powder patterns by a varying amount of 
sulphur substituting for arsenic in the crystal structure. Other expla
nations can not be excluded, however, until more data is available. 

Differences are noted in the powder patterns of arsenopyrite, 
similar to those described for loellingite, and the authors believe that 
the variations in these closely related structures have the same causes. 
To settle these problems further investigations in the system Fe-As-S 
are needed. 
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